
IT’S so easy for foreigners to write off
the smaller towns and villages of Spain
as a touristic hangover, full of pretty little
cobbled alleyways and ancient timbered
houses, but places such as Cabezon de la
Sal, in the north of Cantabria, maintain
all the charm of the past while having a
vibrant life that doesn’t revolve around
tourists ooing and ahhing over every
ancient church nave or period pediment.
Shops still open under the same arcades
as they did in medieval times, and water
still surges from fonts that were the only
water supply for generations past.

Cabezón de la Sal is a pretty little
market town that fits the bill as either
somewhere to admire on a holiday
stroll or to do the weekly shop. Not
surprisingly, its name originates because
as far back as Roman times it was the
main market for the buying and selling of
salt, an extremely precious commodity,
brought from the salt mines of the
surrounding villages.

Its narrow streets are full of ancient
palacios and casa señoriales, noblemen’s
houses, financed by the trade in salt,
many of them casas blasónados, ancient
houses of the well-to-do who
embellished their homes with carved
family coats of arms. It always amuses
me to see these historic houses with the
weekly wash hanging over their ancient
balconies to dry, and I smile even more
when I discover that it must be the only
town in Spain that officially links divinity
with booze, in its wonderfully named
‘Plaza Angel de la Bodega’.

One of my favourites is a beautiful slim
building, almost in ruin, that looks as if
it is held together by wishful thinking,
but below is an ultra-modern – and very
expensive – men’s clothing shop. A
sudden movement on the first floor
shows that there is life in the Peluqueria
Pedro, where a red and white striped
curtain replaces the traditional barber’s
pole. 

My route is taking me through rural
Cantabria, into the Picos de Europa and
the Valle de Liébana, with its famous
cheese, but more of that in a couple of
weeks. In early spring, when the worst
of the winter snows have retreated to
the highest mountains, the ride is a joy.
The tiny villages are delightful, some no
bigger than hamlets, set against hazy
green backdrops of patchwork fields,
with nothing more than the rhythmic
clanking of cowbells to disturb the
silence and the vapour trail of a jet
breaking the otherwise cloudless blue
sky.

I drop down into Carmona, with
its typical balconied Cantabrian
architecture. The striking little gothic
church assumes a squat presence in
the equally squat village, instead of
dominating it as is usually the case. It’s a
wonderful place of contrasts; I find a
handsome grand historic house, but
what delights me more is the tiny little
open-fronted museum beside it, where
someone has put their private collection
of rustic and household bric-a-brac on
display in an old stone shed. It’s
delightful, and a perfect example of the
quirkiness of Spain.

I arrive at the bewitching hour –

lunchtime – and wander into
an attractive restaurant
beside the gushing river, but
there are so many prohibition signs
that I suspect the meal will include
the attendance of a granny
demanding that I clear my plate
because “there are thousands of poor
little children in Africa who don’t get a
square meal from one month’s end to
the next”. ‘No sharing of meals; no
smoking; no eating or drinking.’ (I made
the last two up but there were other
equally as unwelcoming.) So I went to
the caff next door and had the best bowl
of lentijas I’ve had in ten years in Spain.

As I’m leaving I see an elderly chap in
a beret wearing the traditional wooden
clogs, boat shaped but with four short
stumps to keep them above water.
Inevitably I ask the stupid question,
“Are they comfortable?” He looks at me
for a moment before answering. “Of
course they are, or I wouldn’t wear
them, would I!”

The winding road eventually takes me
to the Valle de Liébana, its first part
more a gorge cut through the mountains

than gently sloping
hillsides. The sheer limestone cliffs are
spectacular, and the River Deva bubbles
and dashes it grey-green way south.
Dotted along the road are individual
houses which don’t seem to have rhyme
or reason for being there, but most are
beautifully restored.

My guide book tells me that at Urdón
I can take a walk to Tresviso, famous for
its Picón cheese, and the highest village
in Cantabria, but it’s a day’s walk there-
and-back; it’s mid-March and the
weather has turned cloudy. I think I’ll
leave it till next time!

I do, however, take the slight detour to
visit the 10th-century Mozarabic church
of Santa Maria de Lebeña. This is said to
be one of the architectural jewels of
Cantabria, and it is, indeed, a little gem.
Or the outside is, anyway. As ever it is
locked and shuttered, but beside it is a
famous one-thousand-year-old olive tree,
said to be placed there to unite the
cultures of Paganism and Christianity,
which both venerated as a symbol of
peace. Unfortunately there’s little of the
peace symbol left, as the tree is now
little more than an ancient stump. As
delightful as the church may be, a much
more famous ecclesiastical landmark is
just a few kilometres down the road.

The monastery of Santo Toribio de
Liébana is principally known for its
keeping of the Lignum Crucis relic, the
biggest remaining fragment of the Cross
of Christ, brought from the Holy Land by
Santo Toribio, Bishop of Astorga, in the
fifth century. Legend tells that Santo
Toribio decided the location of the
monastery by climbing up to the summit
of La Viorna mountain and throwing his
staff down into the valley saying: “Where
my crossier falls, there will be my home.”
From the 16th century, Santo Toribio de
Liébana shares with Rome, Jerusalem
and Santiago de Compostela the
privilege of the Jubilee Year. When the
saint’s day, April 16th, is on Sunday,
the Grace Door of the Monastery is
opened and the Lebaniego Holy Year is
inaugurated, granting indulgence to all
those who arrive at the monastery as
pilgrims.

They say that all roads lead to Rome,
but in this case they go no further than
Fuente Dé. (I’m tempted to ask, “Fuente
de…what?”, as if it should be ‘Font
of’….something. But it isn’t, it’s just
Fuente Dé.) From here the only way
onward is upward, using the cable car
that climbs 753 metres into the Picos de
Europa in three minutes and forty
seconds. (At 14 euros return it is more
expensive per kilometre a minute than a
first-class transatlantic flight, but at least
you get views, which you don’t get sat
inside a tube with wings.) 

At the top the views are impressive,
although I’m surprised to see that the
guard rails are only waist high and
there’s nothing between my feet and
oblivion other than a metal grid on
the viewing point. So being a
perennial coward as far as heights
are concerned, I don’t pose to
have my photo taken, as most
people do. Instead I take my first

and last footsteps in the snow of
this year, admire the forward thinking of
some youth who have brought a sled
and are having a whale of a time, have a
quick cup of coffee and catch the next
bus home.
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